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Project “Heritage – to Heirs”. Printing of Reproductions of Museum’s Works for Rural Schools and Libraries of Yaroslavl Region

Project is supported by “Open Society Institute (Soros Foundation). Russia” and Hewlett Packard Company 


1.	The concept of the development of the Yaroslavl Art Museum

Yaroslavl Art Museum is developing according to the concept of the “Open Museum”. It means that Museum accepts the right of any citizen in the world to get information about cultural objects, which are held by the Museum. 
The main Museum’s goal is to present information about cultural heritage to the regional, national and world society. 
Generally one of the main problems in museums is the problem of the audience access, which is connected with several aspects, such as:

- Physical access to museum buildings and expositions inside the buildings;
- Financial access to museum’s produce and service;
- Intellectual access for people with limited prior knowledge of the artists or collections;
- Sensory access for people with any impairments;
- Emotional access which is connected with conditions of museum environment towards visitors;
- Access to information about museum produce and service.

So the main task is to eliminate the barriers to audience access to the Museum and make it more accessible, friendly and understandable for different kinds of audience. 
Modern information technologies are very important tool in the achievement of Museum’s goals, they bring Museum’s collection to those who are interested in it but who cannot come to museum directly. Owing information technologies people get images and information about cultural objects, their description and explanation. 

2.	Museum’s participation in the Hewlett Packard Program “Art & Science”

Since 2000 Yaroslavl Art Museum has been a participant in the Hewlett Packard Program “Art & Science”, provided for European cultural and educational institutions.
The main goal of the program is to encourage the development of the culture, education and science, and also international collaboration and cooperation.

  The main goals of the participation of the Yaroslavl Art Museum in the “Art & Science” program are:

- To apply modern information technologies in museum activity;
- To use newest computer equipment in museum work;
- To collaborate and exchange experience with HP “Art & Science” team, which hold the technology of applying of the latest scientific achievements in the cultural area;
- To establish joint information and cultural projects.

There are next steps of collaboration between the Museum and the “Art & Science” Program.
In 2001 Yaroslavl Art Museum has got the first part of HP equipment donation including large format printer and color scanner. This equipment allows Museum to digitize museum’s artifacts and print large format posters and reproductions of high quality  in educational, cultural and promotional aims. 
At present Museum establish a task to provide service of printing “on demand” of museum’s collection for visitors. The realization of this project Museum consider as a real way to establish a self-supporting economic system of exploitation of the printer. The same project was realized at the London National Gallery already, the gallery also is a participant of the “Art & Science” Program. 
In 2002 Museum is getting the second part of HP equipment donation, which includes digital camera, DVD-system and server. This equipment allows museum to digitize and storage images. Museum also plans to provide Internet-access technology jointly with The Yaroslavl State University.

All lines of information work mentioned above are needed to perfect what is connected with new goals, new models of equipment and new technologies. In this sense the Museum is aware the importance of establishment of self-managed project based on  equipment granted by HP. Museum plan to realise such project owing to collaboration with its partners:

- Hewlett Packard;
- Cultural Heritage on Line;
- “Open Society Institute (Soros Foundation). Russia”;
- Yaroslavl State University;
- National and International Educational and cultural institutions.


3. Description of the Project “Heritage – to Heirs”

Yaroslavl Art Museum – the largest museum of arts of Russian province, it is important cultural and educational center of the Yaroslavl region. Every year almost one hundred thousand visitors come to the museum from different parts of Russia and abroad. But museum worries about quite low quantity of visits from rural parts of the Yaroslavl region. That is why the museum decided to bring its best artifacts to people, who are living in distant parts of the region.
The project “Heritage – to Heirs” means printing high quality reproductions of works from museum’s collection for rural schools and libraries of the Yaroslavl region.
The name of the project is symbolic, it attracts an orientation of the project to wide audience, first of all to those part of people, who because of objective and subjective reasons can not realise their right to have information about cultural heritage which is keeping by the Yaroslalv Art Museum.

The project establishes next main goals:
- To present information about national cultural heritage to people, especially to youths who are living in rural regions;
- To involve youth to educational and cultural process;
- To develop creative potential of youth;
-	To develop applying of modern information technologies in Museum’s activityж
-	To attract visitors from that regions to the museum.

To achieve its goals project needs to decided next tasks:
- To establish long-term communications between the Museum and rural regions;
- To print reproductions of Museum’s artifacts according needs of education in rural schools, to provide methodical textbooks for teachers about using reproductions at schools;
- To lay the base of collections of high quality reproductions for exhibitions at schools and libraries.

As a result of the project is issue of 120 sets of reproductions including 17 sets for seventeen central district libraries and 78 for schools. It is important to note that the common number of rural schools of Yaroslavl region is 621, chosen schools carry out the co-ordinating role for others.  

Parameters of the issue are:
- Quantity in each set – 20;
- Format of reproductions - A3. This size was determined according the convenience of their using at schools;
- Paper - Heavy Coat Paper 130 g/m2, this kind of paper was chosen to achieve the best quantity and to decrease the cost of the project.

This issue has methodical textbook, which includes information about author of the work, the description of the work and recommendation, how to use this reproduction in the educational process.

The concept of selection of Museum’s works for reproducing is based on two key points:
- Reproductions present main artifacts of Museum’s collection;
- Reproductions serve as illustrations for school subjects such as history, literature, world culture, art. 
   
Within the described project the set of reproductions presents the work of famous Russian painters from the end of the XVIII century to the beginning of the XX century, different genres of painting - portrait, landscape, still-life; different directions of art - classicism, romanticism, realism, etc.

The Museum uses the next technology of reproducing:
- Making of slides;
- Scanning slides with scanner HP 6300C. Unfortunately this scanner is not a slide-scanner, it has adapter for scanning of slides;
- Printing of reproductions with printer HP 3800 CP.

During realization of the project the Museum has faced the problem of color adequacy of reproductions to their originals, certain error is got on every step of described process. This problem is connected with technical factors, in particular with technical characteristics of the equipment and paper, and human factors, which is connected with professional level of the workers. Regarding the human factors I wold like to thank workers of the State Historical museum and Yaroslavl State University who helped museum in the exploitation of high professional equipment. Also the museum hopes to take a part at seminars which will be arranged by HP laboratory in Barselona for specialists of printing on large format printers. 

The project has huge possibilities in its development. The Museum plans to establish other conceptions of representing Museum’s collections and to continue this work in the next ways:
- To expand the quantity of reproductions;
- To expand the diversity of reproductions by choosing different themes, authors, periods of works, kinds of art etc;
- To expand the quantity and kinds of institutions (from hospitals to prisons)
- To develop the project as a self-managed project.

The project has a great meaning in cultural, educational, scientific, social aspects. The project will encourage development of culture and education in the Yaroslavl region; communication between Museum and public institutions, educational and social inclusion, development of open information society. 
The project “Heritage – to heirs” is a bright example of collaboration of three key organisations:
–	Yaroslavl Art Museum – the Russian state cultural institution; 
–	Open Society Institute (Soros Foundation), the American philanthropy institute;
–	Hewlett Packard Company, the international industrial company. 
These partners are united by common aim – the development of international collaboration and the Open Society.


